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B We want to compare and relate inequality in health outcomes to pure
economic inequality .
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– The actions that will be taken by the disadvantaged groups to improve
health and mortality when given more resources

• In doing so, we develop novel ways of measuring
a/ Health-related preferences
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(2) Estimate the quantitative model with over-identifying restrictions

(2) Use our estimates to
1. Do welfare analysis, i.e. compare the fate of different groups given their
allocations.
2. Ask what different groups would do if their resources were different and
how much does welfare change.
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B Part (3) still preliminary
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2. If they have different longevities, then we have to use a u function
that includes consumption and and the value of expected longevity `:
u(c, `). Then the compensated variation be the amount ccdd − 1 that
solves
u(c d , `d ) = u(cc , `c )
Notice that we do not change `d
3. If their health differs, u has to take health and longevity into account.
The compensated variation does not change health or longevity.
u(c d , `d , hd ) = u(cc , `c , hc )
4. If we estimate preferences and health maintenance technology when
compensating people, they would alter their health and longevity in
ways we could calculate.
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5. Instantaneous utility function depends on consumption and health
u(c, h) = αh + χh log c
6. Let health h ∈ {hg , hb }
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e
e
• In equilibrium (1 + r ) = β −1 and qhh
0 = Γhh0

• Standard Complete Market result (Euler equation for c):
χg

1
1
= χb
cg
cb

and

cg = cg0 , cb = cb0

• Optimal health investment (Euler equation for x):
uc (ch , h) = β γh

∂Γehhg (x) 
∂x


V e (ah0 g , hg ) − V e (ah0 b , hb )
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• The unconditional value of the average person of type e is given by

V e = µeg Vge + 1 − µeg Vbe
• Welfare comparision holding x constant


V cgc ; µch , Γch , γh , αh , χh = V [1 + ∆c ] cgd ; µdh , Γdh , γh , αh , χh
• Welfare comparision allowing x to be chosen optimally
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– µcg = 0.94
– µdg = 0.59

2. Large differences in survival by health
• eg = 33.1 (life expectancy if always in good health)

⇒ γg = 0.970

• eb = 19.3 (life expectancy if always in bad health)

⇒ γg = 0.948

3. College health transitions are better
• Γcgg − Γdgg = 0.056 (college are better at remaining in good health)
• Γcbg − Γdbg = 0.261 (and even better at recovering good health)
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• From patient/individual/household surveys: no revealed preference

• It measures quality of Vision, Hearing, Speech, Ambulation, Dexterity,
Emotion, Cognition, Pain up to 6 levels
• It aggregates them into utility values to compare years of life under
different health conditions
– Score of 1 reflects perfect health (all levels at its maximum)
– Score of 0 reflects dead
– A score of 0.75 means that a person values 4 years under his current
health equal to 3 years in perfect health

• Use HUI3 data from a subsample of 1,156 respondents in 2000 HRS
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The value of life across health states
Mapping into the model

• In the data we find that
– Average score for h = hg is 0.85 and for h = hb is 0.60

• Imagine an hypothetical state of perfect health h̄. Then,

• Therefore,

u(cge , hg )

= 0.85 u(c̄ e , h̄)

u(cbe , hb )

= 0.60 u(c̄ e , h̄)

u(cge , hg )
αg + χg log cge
0.85
=
=
u(cbe , hb )
αb + χb log cbe
0.60
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• Welfare differences due to quality and quantity of life are huge
• Question
If health is so important, why low types do not give up consumption to
buy better health?

• Our answer
By revealed preference, it must be that out-of-pocket health spending is
not too useful in improving health after age 50
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=
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• This form is flexible:
– it can impute all the advantage as being intrinsic to the type (λ1,h = 0)
(It could also be the result of different non-monetary investments, which we will
ignore.)

– or as being the result of having more resources (λe0,h = 0)
– or somenthing in between.

• This adds 8 parameters: νg , νb

λ1,g ,λ1,b

λc0,g , λc0,b , λd0,g , λd0,b
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We have 8 parameters, we need 8 equations
1. The 4 FOC of x (one for each e and h)

1
1
χh e = βγh λ1,h e ν Vge − Vbe
h
c
(x )
| {z h}
| {z h }
∂u(c,h)
∂c

∂Γe (x)
hg
∂x

a/ The health spending ratio between education types identifies νh
 x c νh
h
xhd


c
c
chc Vg − Vb

= d
ch Vgd − Vbd

∀h ∈ {g , b}

b/ The health spending level identifies λ1,h

2. The 4 observed health transitions yield the λe0,h for e and h ∈ {g , b}.
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• RAND Health Insurance experiment of 1974-1982
Aron-Dine et al (JEP 2013)

• Oregon Medicaid Extension lottery of 2008
Finkelstein et al (QJE 2012)

• We recover small curvature: νg = 0.35 and νb = 0.25
• Income elasticity of health spending larger than non-medical expenditure
(consistent with Hall, Jones (QJE 1997) for representative agent)

• But in the data expenditure share similar between types
(consistent with Aguiar, Bils (AER 2015) with CEX data)

B This is because value of good health (Vge − Vbe ) higher for dropouts

• We recover small λ1g and λ1b
• This is because of low ratio of medical to non-medical expenditure (0.18)
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Health technology

Panel A: Health Transition Parameters

Good health
College
Dropouts
Bad health
College
Dropouts

Γhg

λe0h

λ1h

νh

0.951
0.895

0.935
0.884

3.5×10−5

0.35

0.386
0.125

0.367
0.114

1.6×10−5

0.25

Panel B: Decomposition of the Life Expectancy Gradient

Life expectancy
Healthy life expectancy

Full model

µc

xc

λc0h

5.6
13.2

0.7
1.8

0.3
0.7

4.8
11.5
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Welfare differences with endogenous health

Welfare of different types
CG-HSG

CG-HSD

Health diff: none
Health diff: quantity and quality of life

1.25
2.86

1.64
21.30

Endogenous health choices

2.26

6.86

Compensated variations (1 + ∆(x+c) )

• This is still a very large difference.
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1. Add realistic feautres: life cycle, incomplete markets
2. Add new health outlook shock η ∈ {η1 , η2 }
• Main empirical problem:
• Across types: higher spending leads to better health transitions
• But in panel dimension: higher spending leads to worse outcomes

• Health outlook shock
• Changes return to health investment and probability of health outcomes
• It happens between t and t + 1, after consumption c has been chosen

3. Add medical treatment implementation shock 
• Mechanism to account for individual variation in health spending
• Once contingent health spending x (ω, η) has been chosen, shock
determines actual treatment x̃ = x (ω, η)  obtained.

• Distribution: log  ∼ N − 12 σ2 , σ2
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• Health investments at each state η:
XZ
R
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2/ Health technology: θ2 = {λieh
0η , λ1η , ν , πη , σ }

• Requires θ1 = {β e , σc , χih , αh } as input
• Use medical spending Euler equations plus health transitions
• Problem: we observe neither ηj nor j
• Need to recover posterior probability of ηj from observed health spending x̃j
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• We obtain
1. Health and consumption are complements
Finkelstein, Luttmer, Notowidigdo (JEEA 2012)
Koijen, Van Nieuwerburgh, Yogo (JF 2016)

2. More so for older people
3. Uneducated are NOT more impatient: they have worse health outlook
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Results
Men sample (with r = 2%)
β edu specific
1.5

σ

β common
1.5

βd

(s.e.)

0.8861

(0.0175)

0.8720

(0.0064)

βh

(s.e.)

0.8755

(0.0092)

0.8720

(0.0064)

βc

(s.e.)

0.8634

(0.0100)

0.8720

(0.0064)

χ0b (s.e.)
χ1b (s.e.)

0.9211

(0.0575)

0.9176

(0.0570)

-0.0078

(0.0035)

-0.0073

(0.0035)

observations
moment conditions
parameters
αg
αb

15,432
240
5

15,432
240
3
0.066
0.048
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e
• Health transitions: ∀ω ∈ Ω
e
Γ (hg | ω) =

X
η

πηih

λieh
0η

!
λieh
1 X
1η
1−ν ih
+
Iωj =ω xej
Pr [η|ωj , xej ]
1 − ν ih Mω j
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• where Pr xej |ωj , ηg is the density of j = xej /x ωj , ηg


• where Pr ηg |ωj = πηihg

• And we weight every individual observation by this probability
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The Problem

• Finally, need to estimate
• the contingent health spending rule x (ω, η)
• the probability distribution of health outlooks sock, πηihg
• the variance of the medical implementation error, σ2

• We identify all these objects through the observed health transitions
ϕ
e (hg |ω, x̃) as function of the state ω and health spending x̃

Pr [hg |ω, xe]
| {z }

observed in the data

= Γei [hg | h, ηg , xe] Pr [ηg |ω, xe] +Γei [hg | h, ηb , xe] Pr [ηb |ω, xe]
| {z }
| {z }
posterior

posterior
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Average health transitions
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Preliminary estimtes
Implications for health transitions

• We have preliminary estimates of health technology parameters
eh
ih
ih
2
θ2 = {λieh
0η , λ1η , ν , πη , σ }
• They generate health transitions that are consistent with
• More educated have better transitions
• Wealthier have better transitions
• Older have worse transitions

• However, quantitatively, two problems remain
• Worsening of health transitions with age milder than in the data
(for some types)

• Dispersion of transitions with wealth smaller than in the data
32
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• We estimate both health preferences and a production function from
out of pocket expenditures (in the U.S.)
– Limited value to out of pocket health investments after age 50

• We still have to finish
– Fully-fledged life cycle model without complete markets and trace its
welfare implications.
• So far not that different from calibrated simple version.
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Remaining Important Issues

1. Estimation is closely dependant on U.S. features
• Limited health insurance.
• Not well defined role of Out of Pocket Expenditures. We are not sure if
it means the same things across education groups.

2. Would love to use non U.S. data
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